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Letter from the Editors
Abstract
On behalf of the entire Cornell Real Estate Review Editorial Board, we are pleased to present Volume 18
(2020) of the Cornell Real Estate Review. A student-run publication founded in 2002, the Review
chronicles the achievements, activities, and scholarship of students in Cornell’s Baker Program in Real
Estate. This year, as detailed throughout this journal, Baker Program students obtained internship and fulltime opportunities with dynamic real estate companies across the country and world, again boasted
strong performances in real estate competitions, engaged with leading real estate firms in Singapore and
Miami, and explored varied topics in research articles.
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Letter from the Editors
DEAR READERS,
On behalf of the entire Cornell Real Estate Review Editorial

Board, we are pleased to present Volume 18 (2020) of the
Cornell Real Estate Review.

A student-run publication

founded in 2002, the Review chronicles the achievements,

activities, and scholarship of students in Cornell’s Baker
Program in Real Estate. This year, as detailed throughout

this journal, Baker Program students obtained internship

and full-time opportunities with dynamic real estate
companies across the country and world, again boasted

strong performances in real estate competitions, engaged
with leading real estate firms in Singapore and Miami, and
explored varied topics in research articles.

For additional content, we encourage you to continue

interacting with us online by visiting our blog (https://blog.

realestate.cornell.edu/), listening to the Cornell Real Estate
Review Podcast on iTunes or Spotify, and following our daily

lives as students via Instagram (@cornellbakerpre). We
enjoy interacting with our readers, listeners, and followers

year-round as we cover the latest news, trends, and
developments affecting the real estate industry.

The Review reflects the efforts of the fourteen Baker
Program students who comprise its Editorial Board as well
as two faculty advisors. The Editorial Board is immensely

grateful for the continued support and guidance of these
faculty advisors, Dr. Michael Tomlan, a Cornell professor
and the outgoing Director of Graduate Studies overseeing

the Baker Program, as well as Dustin Jones, Esq., our

Program Director. Their efforts have elevated the Review –
and the Baker Program – to ever greater heights. We hope

that you enjoy this edition of the Review and will continue to
remain engaged with the Baker Program.

Sincerely,

Joe McFalls (MPSRE ’20)

Wilson Blum (MPSRE ’20)
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